BAG MACHINE
Type 250

Single Needle.
Single Thread Chainstitch.
Range of stitches 2½ to 8 to inch.
Speed 3000 stitches per minute.
Friction Tension.

For making bags of various weights, also for sewing other cloth articles which require strong stitches. Fitted with positive feed adjustable to handle a large variety of work.
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WILLCOX & GIBBS
MANUFACTURING
SEWING MACHINES

Chainstitch Machines—Various Types
Lockstitch Machine—High Speed
Straw Machine—Visible Stitch
Straw Machine—Invisible Stitch
Overlock Machines—Various Types
Flatlock Machine for making Flat Seams
Feldlock Machines for Lap Seam Felling, and
many other Machines for special lines of work.
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NEW YORK, N. Y.
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